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Abstract. The project is rooted in the analysis of historical student data. It encompasses a comprehensive approach involving data observation, meticulous analysis, thorough comparison, systematic processing, and efficient coding techniques. The ultimate goal is to harness the power of machine learning to predict students’ academic achievements and discern the key features that exert the most significant influence on their learning outcomes. In terms of the machine learning model, this study explored and assessed several machine learning algorithms, including but not limited to the K-Neighbors Classifier, Logistic Regression, and Decision Tree Classifier. These models are scrutinized and fine-tuned to ensure their suitability for the task at hand. Furthermore, a pivotal aspect of this project is identifying the features that wield the greatest impact on students’ learning achievements. By employing feature selection techniques, this study aims to uncover the critical factors that can make a difference in educational outcomes. This information can guide educational institutions in designing targeted interventions to support student success. The experimental results obtained from this study demonstrated the effectiveness of the employed machine learning methods.
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1. Introduction

Based on the historical data set of students in a school [1], this paper constructs a student achievement prediction model through python language programming, viewing the data set, visualizing the features of the data set and the relationship between the features and student achievement, data cleaning and data coding, data preprocessing, machine learning model selection and comparison, and data mining process of adjusting and optimizing model parameters. To obtain the features that have a greater impact on student achievement to improve school education level, and to explore the supervised learning type of data mining and modeling ideas suitable for similar research objects.

2. Dataset description

Dataset [1] consists of 480 student records and 17 features. The student records in the dataset were collected from two semesters: 245 student records in the first semester and 235 student records in the second semester; The students in the data set were divided into three grades based on their overall grades: high, medium, and low. The fields in the dataset are described in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>Student gender: 'M' (Male), 'F' (Female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NationalITY</td>
<td>Nationality of students: 'Egypt', 'Iran', 'Iraq', 'Jordan', 'KW', 'Lybia', 'Morocco', 'Palestine', 'SaudiArabia', 'Syria', 'Tunis', 'USA', 'lebanon', 'venzuela'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlaceofBirth</td>
<td>Place of birth of students: 'Egypt', 'Iran', 'Iraq', 'Jordan', 'Kuwait', 'Lybia', 'Morocco', 'Palestine', 'SaudiArabia', 'Syria', 'Tunis', 'USA', 'lebanon', 'venzuela'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StageID</td>
<td>Level of education for students: 'HighSchool', 'MiddleSchool', 'lowerlevel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GradeID</td>
<td>Grade: 'G-02', 'G-04', 'G-05', 'G-06', 'G-07', 'G-08', 'G-09', 'G-10', 'G-11', 'G-12'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SectionID</td>
<td>Affiliated Classrooms: 'A', 'B', 'C'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester</td>
<td>Semester: 'F'(First), 'S'(Second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation</td>
<td>Parent in charge of student: 'Father', 'Mum'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raisedhands</td>
<td>Number of hands raised by students in class: 0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisITedResources</td>
<td>Number of times students access online course content: 0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnnouncementsView</td>
<td>Number of times students check new announcements: 0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Number of times students participate in discussion groups: 0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParentAnsweringSurvey</td>
<td>Have parents answered the questionnaire provided by the school: 'Yes', 'No'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParentschoolSatisfaction</td>
<td>Parent satisfaction with school: 'Good', 'Bad'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StudentAbsenceDays</td>
<td>Absencedays per student: 'Above-7', 'Under-7'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>A student's grade grade; Three grades based on the student's total grades: 'H'(90 to 100), 'M'(70 to 89), 'L'(0 to 69)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Dataset viewing

Data viewing mainly understands the dimension of the data set, the number of rows, column labels, statistical analysis information, the existence and distribution of null values, duplicate values, outliers, etc. of the column values in the data set.

3.1. View the data set information

3.1.1 View the overview information

In python, there are corresponding functions for different data structures to realize the query statistics of the data set, the code is implemented as follows: 

```python
stu_data.info()
```

The dataset information is shown in Figure 1.
3.1.2 Looking at the first N records raw information

Seeing if the contents of the raw data file are consistent with the data set after importing python. Look at the 5 records starting at the head of the data set and the code is implemented as follows: `stu_data.head(5).T`.

3.1.3 View statistics

Using this in python to view statistics for a dataset.
1. Numerical type column characteristics statistics, code implementation: `stu_data.describe()`.
2. Non-numeric type column feature statistics, code implementation: `stu_data.describe(include=['object']).T`.

3.1.4 Modify the column label names

Modifying the column label names in the data set.

3.2 View abnormal values

Looking at null values, duplicate values, whether outliers are present, and how they are distributed in the data set.

3.2.1 Check for null values

Python uses `stu_data.isnull().any()` to check for null values; `stu_data.isnull().T.any()` checks for line nulls.

3.2.2 Check for duplicate values

Duplicate values are found as shown in Figure 2.
3.2.3 Check for outliers

Using Z-score or 0-1 standardization to identify outliers.

(1) Z-score standardization

Z-score, also known as standard number [2], is used to obtain dimensionless standardized data and realize data comparison of different orders of magnitude.

Z-score is calculated by the formula [3]:

\[ z = \frac{X - \mu}{\sigma} \]

\( X \) represents a single raw data value; \( \mu \) represents the population mean; \( \sigma \) represents the population standard deviation.

Typically, this study considered observations with absolute values of Z-score greater than 3 to be outliers, while for some highly skewed data sets, observations with absolute values of Z-score greater than 2 may be outliers.

(2) 0-1 standardization

0-1 standardization [2], also known as maximum-minimum standardization, is a process used to scale the original indicator into a range between 0 and 1.

The formula [3] is as follows:

\[ x' = \frac{x - \min(x)}{\max(x) - \min(x)} \]

\( x \) is the original value, \( \min(x) \) is the minimum value, \( \max(x) \) is the maximum value, and \( x' \) is the normalized value.

4. Visual analysis of column characteristics

4.1. Visual analysis of frequency chart

Frequency plots use bars to display the observed counts in each box divider to compare counting differences between classes. The following frequency function graph is used to show and analyze the relationships among ParentAnsweringSurvey, Topic, Relation, gender, SectionID, StudentAbsenceDays and Class.

4.1.1 Correlation analysis

Parents answered whether the survey and the correlation analysis diagram is provided in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Parents answered whether the survey and the correlation analysis diagram of grades were provided by the school.

4.1.2 Analysis

'ParentAnsweringSurvey comparison on Class' in the chart
- Parents of students with average and excellent grades are more willing to participate in school activities, while parents who do not participate in school activities are mostly parents of students with low grades. There was a strong correlation between the two.

'Topic comparison on Class' in the chart
- There are 12 subjects in total, and only geology has all students achieving average or above.
- The IT course has the largest number of students, and the number of excellent students is relatively small, and the number of students who can master this course is very small.
- In the 'Relation comparison on Class' graph
  - Students whose mothers were in charge of the class had higher grades, lower grades and less grades, while those whose fathers were in charge had the opposite.
  - Relation column features have a strong relation with Class.

'gender comparison on Class' in the graph
- The number of boys who got average grades was the largest, followed by the number of boys who failed, and the number of boys who got excellent grades was relatively small. While most of the girls got medium or above, only a small number of them failed, and the overall level was good.

In the 'SectionID comparison on Class' chart
- The distribution of classes and grades conforms to the objective law, and each class has the largest number of people with average grades.

'Class comparison on StudentAbsenceDays'
- Most of the students at the top of the grade had very low absencedays, and most of the students at the middle of the grade had very low absencedays, so the better the grade, the less absencedays.
- StudentAbsenceDays have a strong correlation with Class.
4.2. Visual analysis of clustering scatter plot

The cluster scatter diagram [4] is a two-dimensional coordinate system classification scatter diagram with non-overlapping data points. It can be used to find the relationships and trends between VisitedResources, RaisedHands, AnnouncementsView, Discussion and Class, respectively. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. VisitedResources, RaisedHands, AnnouncementsView, Discussion and Class analysis diagram](image)

4.2.1 Analysis

The "VisitedResources comparison on Class" chart shows that students with higher grades visit online course content more often, while most students with lower grades visit online course content less often. This trend reflects a strong correlation between the two.

The graph of "RaisedHands comparison on Class" shows that students with higher grades have higher participation in class and raise their hands more often; The students with average grades raise their hands more often than the students with low grades, while the students with low grades overwhelmingly raise their hands less, which reflects the positive and strong correlation between the two variables.

The graph "AnnouncementsView comparison on Class" showed that most students with low achievement grades had few students check new announcements; The number of students with high and intermediate grades checked more frequently than the number of students with low grades.

The chart of "Discussion comparison on Class" shows that students with higher grades participate in discussion groups more often, while most students with lower grades participate in discussion groups less frequently. This trend reflects a strong correlation between the two.

5. Data preprocessing

After the preliminary review and analysis process, the data set selected in this study is relatively perfect, but in order to make the data set meet the requirements of the model, data preprocessing is required. Data preprocessing methods include data cleaning, conversion, specification, aggregation, sampling and so on.
5.1. Data cleaning

Data cleaning is the process of discarding, filling, replacing and removing the missing values, outliers and duplicate values in the data set to remove anomalies, make up for missing values, and reduce the interference of data "impurities" on the model.

5.1.1 Missing value processing

In the process of missing value processing, it is necessary to first carry out the basic analysis of the missing value in the data set, and then process it.

5.1.2 Handling of outliers

Use the Z-score standardized method to determine and view outliers shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Normalize the values with a Z-score and look at outliers.](image)

The "Discussion" recorded in line 19 has values greater than the threshold of 2; "AnnouncementsView" recorded in lines 135, 136, 138, 152, 163 and 240 has a value greater than threshold 2.

These values are all "false anomalies", normal states in which the student is particularly active in learning.

5.1.3 Duplicate value processing

Typically, duplicate values in a data set come in two forms: multiple records of exactly the same data value; The body of the record is the same, but a single or small number of characteristic values differ. Remove duplicate values directly, code example: `stu_data.drop_duplicates()` .

5.2. Data encoding classification

The algorithm and model studied in this paper are built on the basis of mathematics and numbers and cannot handle categorical variables. Therefore, 13 classification features need to be encoded in the data set adopted in this study, and there are two commonly used ones: One-Hot Encoding and Label Encoding.

5.2.1 One-Hot Encoding processing

Single-hot encoding is implemented by the python code `get_dummies()` [5].

Analysis: After the unique thermal coding processing, the 11 classification features of the data set were converted into a data set with 65 binary variables.

5.2.2 Label Encoding processing

Label Encoding is the process of assigning a uniquely identified integer to different class values within a class data variable.

5.3. Separate target data

Student grades in the data set are the target of the forecast, so student grades need to be separated from the data set.
5.4. Training set and test set processing

Using data from the same data set to train and test the model can improve the training accuracy of the model. Therefore, the data is split into the training set and the test set according to the required distribution ratio.

6. Train and test model

Using the pre-processed data to train and test the algorithm model and select the model with the best prediction effect according to the training results.

6.1. K-nearest neighbor, logistic regression, linear support vector machine and support vector machine model

Compare test K-nearest neighbor, logistic regression, linear support vector machine and support vector machine model [6-10] and output a comparison table of classification accuracy of the test set.

![Figure 6. Nearest neighbor, logistic regression, linear support vector machine and support vector machine model training results](image)

As can be seen from the above Figure 6, K-nearest neighbor and logistic regression model have better prediction effect.

6.2. Decision tree and three kinds (Gauss, Bernoulli, polynomial) Bayesian models

Train and test decision tree and three kinds (Gauss, Bernoulli, polynomial) Bayesian models, and output training and testing accuracy table, select the appropriate model.

![Figure 7. Decision tree and three kinds of (Gauss, Bernoulli, polynomial) Bayesian model training results](image)

As can be seen from the above Figure 7, decision tree model and Gauss Bayes model has suitable and better effect.

7. Model parameter tuning

Through the comparison of two modeling effects, three suitable models with good effects are selected: logistic regression, K-nearest neighbor, decision tree; Then the parameters were adjusted to further improve the prediction effect of the model.
7.1. Logistic regression

$C$, $penalty$ and $class\_weight$ parameters of model are combined to test the model accuracy and output the results; then selected the most appropriate combination of parameters.

![Logistic regression parameter tuning](image)

Figure 8. Verification of logistic regression model parameter tuning

When 11 regularization term is adopted, regularization intensity is 1.2, and sample classification weights are balanced, the model effect is improved most obviously in Figure 8.

7.2. K-nearest neighbor

K-nearest neighbor model has two key parameters, $K$ and $weights$. Different combinations of two parameters are used to verify the precision of the model, and output the results; then select the most accurate and suitable combination of parameters.

![K-nearest neighbor parameter tuning](image)

Figure 9. K-Nearest neighbor model parameter tuning verification.

It can be seen that when the number of neighbor samples is 5 in Figure 9, the effect of K-nearest neighbor and weighted k-nearest neighbor model is the same, and the same as before.
### 7.3. Decision Tree

Decision tree model is used to verify the output of the model under different `criterion`, `max_depth` and `class_weight` parameters assignment, and according to the output results, an optimal parameter combination value is selected in the parameter combination.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** Verification of decision tree model parameter tuning

When Gini coefficient is used to calculate the impurity, the maximum tree depth is set to 5 and the sample classification weight is balanced, the model effect is improved most obviously, and it is also the best model at present, with the correct rate of 73% shown in Figure 10.

### 8. Feature importance ranking of decision tree model

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11.** Weight of the influence of features on the model

Based on Figure 11, it can be seen that `StudentAbsenceDays, VisitedResources, RaisedHands, Relation` and `AnnouncementsView` have the most weight and are the most important.

So far, through exploratory data analysis, data preprocessing, model selection and parameter tuning, this study finally built a decision tree model to predict students' grades.

### 9. Conclusion

This study finds that there are many factors affecting students' achievement, but the most influential features are mainly concentrated in two categories. First, students' active learning ability, such as `StudentAbsenceDays, VisitedResources, RaisedHands` and `AnnouncementsView`; Second, the
influence of family, such as Relation and ParentAnsweringSurvey. This situation is different from the traditional "cognitive hypothesis" that middle school students' nationality, birthplace, gender and other characteristics have a great impact on student achievement. The result can be explained from the above visualization analysis of column features and the importance ranking of features in the decision tree model.

Finally, the results of this study are consistent with reality, and the model constructed can accurately predict students' achievement and influencing factors and provide reference and direction for schools to improve students' achievement. However, the data set used in this study did not consider the facilities and conditions of the school itself, such as the professional level of teachers, the knowledge reserve of the school, the equipment of teaching facilities, etc. Further research and analysis can be done in these aspects in the future.
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